
 
 
What is your overall impression of the draft 30-year Infrastructure Strategy Update? (250 word 
limit)  
 
The draft strategy is a thorough, well-researched and well-argued document examining all aspects of 
infrastructure (physical, social and environmental) across Melbourne and regional Victoria.  
 
Many of the draft strategy’s recommendations align with GSEM’s City Deal position paper (see 
attached) compiled last year.  
 
However, we were disappointed that the Draft Infrastructure Strategy does not reference the need 
for a South East Melbourne Airport (SEMA).  This is a key piece of future infrastructure for 
Melbourne and should be included in any future strategy.   
 
 

2. What do you consider to be the key strengths of the draft 30-year Infrastructure Strategy 
Update? (250 word limit)  
 
The strengths of the strategy are the series of bold recommendations it makes across a wide range 
of policy areas. GSEM is particularly pleased to see IV support for: 

• Actions related to the impact of climate change, including: 
o Greater water efficiency in considering all water sources and progressing integrated 

water management approaches 
o Mandating 7-star energy efficiency in new residential buildings 
o Expanding the tree canopy in suburban areas, which will reduce the urban heat 

island effect 

• Infrastructure recommendations that will grow the economy including: 
o Reforms for greater integration of infrastructure planning on overall planning 

processes 
o Connection of suburban jobs and businesses to residents to generate greater local 

employment opportunities 
o Recognition of the need for increased public transport routes to meet the demand 

set by the increasing population in growth areas 

• Recommendations related to public health and better social outcomes including: 
o Renewal of public housing 
o Upgrading hospital infrastructure 

 
All of these initiatives are supported by GSEM and align with the policy platform we set out in our  
position paper as part of the City deal. 
 

3. Do you have any general suggestions for improving the draft 30-year Infrastructure Strategy 
Update? (250 word limit)  
 

In discussing the infrastructure needs in growth areas, the report states: 

Future governance arrangements could provide greater clarity on stakeholder responsibilities 
and support monitoring that identifies gaps and systemic issues. Clearer policy direction 
would also  support government agencies, councils, the private sector and local communities 
to make complementary investments. Overall, a more collaborative approach would better 



 
 

support people, businesses and service providers in growth areas, helping to drive 
productivity, greater social cohesion and improved environmental outcomes. (p.177) 

 
As mentioned earlier, the draft strategy is a bold, wide-ranging document. As a result, the issues and 
recommendation raised require action from all three levels of government. We believe  our 
organisation can provide a model for taking action on infrastructure initiatives at a regional level. 
 
Greater South East Melbourne organisation, (GSEM) is a grouping of eight councils – as well as 
businesses and community organisations – located across Melbourne’s southeast. GSEM promotes 
the interest of the residents, businesses, and the community in the one of the fastest growing 
regions in Australia. 

GSEM recently received ‘City Deal’ status, a tripartite agreement that will fund, coordinate and 
implement a long-term infrastructure and policy program across Melbourne’s south east. 
Stakeholders include Federal and State government departments, local government councils, water 
authorities, environment groups as well as universities and TAFEs.  

Therefore, our key suggestion is that Infrastructure Victoria further examine city deal partnerships 
made between federal, state and local governments to examine the opportunities for better and 
more effective collaboration between stakeholders.  
 

 

4. Do you have any suggestions that would assist with implementing the draft 30-year 
Infrastructure Strategy Update? (250 word limit)  
 

As mentioned above, we believe GSEM provides a model for the collaboration required in order to 

successfully implement infrastructure initiatives across the various  levels of government, 

government agencies, councils, the private sector and community organisations.  

This we believe that Infrastructure Victoria should examine our organisations’ structure, 

membership and governance arrangements, using it as a successful example of a regional body that 

can advance the community’s interests and respond most effectively to its infrastructure needs.  

 

5. Do you have any further comments? (250 word limit) Required 

As mentioned earlier we believe the development of the South East Melbourne Airport should be 

included IV’s 30-year Strategy. 

A SEMA will create an almost 1,000 FTE construction jobs per year for the life of the construction 

project and more than 6,000 ongoing jobs upon completion by 2035.   There are many other 

economic benefits to SEMA, including: 

• enhancing regional tourism, acting as gateway to Phillip Island, the Mornington Peninsula, 

the Dandenong Ranges, the Victorian Alps, Gippsland and Tasmania.   

• bringing air travel closer to 2.1 million people.  



 
 

• significantly reducing the number of vehicles travelling from Melbourne’s south east to 

Tullamarine Airport, saving over 2 hours in travel time for south east Melbourne residents 

and reducing travel overall congestion.  

• opening Gippsland’s food and agricultural sector to the wider export markets across the  

world 

The case for and location of a SEMA was identified in Victoria’s metropolitan planning strategy, Plan 

Melbourne, to help rebalance growth between Melbourne and regional Victoria and ensure a more 

liveable and connected city.  We firmly believe a second airport is critical for Melbourne to remain 

globally competitive. To that end we would ask that IV revisit the decision to not include this project 

in its 30-year Strategy.    

 

 

 


